**Foreman - Bug #32056**

**Documentation link open in the same tab**

03/09/2021 03:40 PM - Tomer Brisker
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**Description**

Cloned from [https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1806461](https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1806461)

**Description of problem:**

Some of the documentation links in the Satellite UI, open in the same tab like:

Satellite UI -> Infrastructure -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

**Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):**

6.7

**How reproducible:**

Always

**Steps to Reproduce:**

Satellite UI -> Infrastructure -> "HTTP Proxies" -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

Satellite UI -> Trends -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

Satellite UI -> Audits -> click on "Documentaion" link

Satellite UI -> Infrastructure -> Realms -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

Satellite UI -> Infrastructure -> subnets -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

Satellite UI -> Infrastructure -> 'Compute Resources' -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link.

Satellite UI -> Configure -> Environments -> 'Help' -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link or 'Puppet classes and environment importer.'

Satellite UI -> Configure -> 'Config Groups' -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link

Satellite UI -> Configure -> 'Smart Variables' -> click on "Learn more about this in the documentation." documentation link

**Actual results:**

Documentation link should open in new tab

**Expected results:**

Documentation link should open in new tab

**Additional info:**

**Related issues:**

Related to Foreman - Refactor #32070: Switch all welcome pages to use EmptySt... Closed

**Associated revisions**

03/19/2022
Revision d7718a3b - 03/15/2021 08:25 AM - Tomer Brisker

Fixes #32056 - Open EmptyState documentation links in new tab

This link points to external documentation and should not lead users out of Foreman in their current browser tab.

---

History

#1 - 03/09/2021 03:49 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Tomer Brisker
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8375 added

#2 - 03/15/2021 08:25 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.5.0 added

#3 - 03/15/2021 09:01 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foremanid7718a3b102dab0dc4a5e01f7991bdea457250.

#4 - 03/15/2021 09:19 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Related to Refactor #32070: Switch all welcome pages to use EmptyStatePattern component added

#5 - 05/05/2021 02:27 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to Web Interface